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President’s Report
I hope you are all doing well mentally, physically and
the boredom is not too overwhelming. Looking at my
last report, the physical distancing requirements
were just announced and that was just four weeks
ago. I wouldn’t dare to predict the future but
Australia is doing very well and our infection rates are
very low so one can see some light at the end of the
tunnel. It is late but I would like to emphasize; if any
of our members require any assistance in any shape
or form in these trying times, please contact myself
to discuss options available.
On the club front, things are still progressing in
singular efforts but combined we made considerable
progress. Malcolm and Peter M completed the
sawmill ready for operation. The two Blackbutt tree
logs of which there are about seven of them from
Durras are stored at David S property for the time
being. This is a sizable amount of timber and will give
us a good start for our future. That the two trees fell
into our side of the fence was due to Malcolm’s
ingenuity, connections and thoughtfulness to help
our club.

outcome from their effort.
Thank you from the Woodies
and we hope they will have
many more good wine’s to
taste.
Nick S is still exploring the
possibilities to add to our
donations list. He also is in the
middle of preparing a survey to gauge the
expectation and requirements from all of us into the
future.
Hope you enjoy the trivia and I learned
retrospectively that I have to donate the prizes as
well. There are some privileges one has as the
president. Also please keep the home projects
articles coming it is always a good to see what other
people do.
Not much has happened on the property hunt at the
moment understandably in the prevailing conditions.
Do not loose heart this virus will go away, keep busy,
keep in touch and we will see each other soon.

Peter M is starting to make an inventory of tools
Helmut
which were restored by various club members. Also
listed are items which were donated to us by people
Dates for Diary
and in some cases restored to mint condition. All
electrical items were tested by Mark N who is by the
Monthly Meetings
- suspended - TBA
way a qualified tester and donated his testing
instrument to the club all without any fanfare.
Proposed Sales Days 2020 :
Thanks go to you Mark for your effort and generosity.
Last week we were forced by a donor to purchase a
Laguna jointer. One of Eric’s friends donated a sizable
amount of money to us, by having a wine tasting
evening in our honour and wanted to know what his
money will be buying. Consequently the committee
came up with the idea to purchase a jointer to satisfy
the donor. I could live with a hundred more donors
like that who have the generosity and want to see an

July Exhibit at Botanic Gardens, BB
TBA
September River of Art display
tentative
3rd October (long weekend) - Village Centre sales
14th November (TBC) Hospital Handmade
Markets, BB
28th November Village Centre sales

NOTE: Members seeking further information
contact Secretary Eric Simes (02) 4471 5086

Neil Henderson has really grasped the need to
occupy himself during the current ‘lock down’ and
commenced building his new boat which he has
named Plockton. Looks very impressive so far. Here
is his description of work to date …

‘Plockton’ will be a 14’ 6” sailing dinghy, a Gannet design
from the desk of Iain Oughtred who is an Australian boat
designer living on the Isle of Skye!! I loved the lines of this
wee boat and look forward to capsizing as infrequently as
possible. I am currently at the stage called fitting-out which
means that I am putting in the centreboard case, deckbeams
and decks, sidedecks, the thwarts and various other pieces.
I have most of the thwarts fitted and supported by cleats which
are shaped and glued to the inside of the hull – this involves a lot
of 3D geometry and trial fitting with fine shaping with a sharp
plane or spokeshave.
That done I am now building sidedecks which will be 100mm
wide from the inside of the hull ply. I need to support the
sidedecks with some good strong framework so that crew can
land on the decks with their weight, and I can attach cleats
etc………. which will not break the decks. So I have made sets of
knees (7 per side) which are each individually shaped to exactly
fit the hull and the inwale, these knees are cut from 12mm marine ply. I then glue a piece of Hoop pine to
the top of the knee, and finally glue the knee into the hull where it is glued to both the hull and the inwale.
Are you with me so far?
A carlin (of Hoop pine) will then be bent and glued to the inside face of each knee and it will run from
transom forward to a deckbeam about 500mm back from the stem (bow). Finally deck (6mm ply) will be
attached to the top of what has just been built, so the deck will be glued down to a) the top of the transom,
b) the top of the carlin, c) the top of each knee, d) the top of the inwale. The inner face of the carlin is then
finished with a coaming made from nice timber which can be sanded and varnished to a nice finish (Western
red cedar makes a nice coaming). When it is all built and glued it makes a very strong structure which really
help protect the hull from bending and twisting – plus it gives the captain and crew somewhere to sit on the
edge of the hull when they’re preventing capsize!
I have included a few photographs of my knees and the most recent 2 knees glued into the hull + inwale.
Hope you have found some of this interesting and not too confusing. The keys to success in boat building
seem to be 3D geometry and very sharp tools – and sharp eyes.
Neil Henderson

Barry Fenning has restored an old Royco 6” bench grinder
donated to the Guild. It was brought back by John Tanner
from SA.
Barry dismantled the grinder, cleaned and serviced it
before painting the components with a single coat of
Wattle Hammered Metal paint in Blue. This appears to be
the same colour as the jet lathe he restored .. Is this the
start of a new colour scheme for the club?

Barry has also finished off a number of clock/pen stands he started at the
beginning of the year.
Barry made the clock stands from a section of Sally Wattyl he salvaged
long ago from a friends property. The clock stands are finished with two
coats of clear polyurethane. The two pens in the foreground of the photo
are Barry’s first attempt at Sierra and Bolt Action pens. The second photo
is a Budd Vase Barry turned from Tassie Blackwood and together with
the pens are finished with EEE and Shellawax.

John Tanner reports …. ‘before Xmas 24 new files without
handles were donated to the club. I took them home to
make new handles for them so they escaped the fire.
This is a pic of all the files with their new handles. Some
were made by my students before the classes were
discontinued. Also in the pic are 7 woodturning tools which
were salvaged from the ashes. New handles have been
made from various timbers. There are about 20 to go, plus
about 9 bevel and mortise chisels.
There must be more tools worth salvaging still in the ruins, if
we can get to them. So that is my isolation project’ thanks John

Malcolm McDonald has been busy this month .. ‘this is the first of
a number of folding picnic tables being made for the club sales day
as well as some friends who were gob smacked when they saw
what a great little folding table it is. Thanks to Eric for loaning me
his templates I have three in production so far (limited supply of
wood is holding me back) but the first has been finished in white
acrylic paint (last time I use paint its too fiddly to get a nice finish).
Malcolm’s serving trays are made from Wild Cherry which was
slabbed a long time ago and stored at Ralph Vine’s place. It’s a very
colourful wood but full of grub holes and sap veins which have
been left open and unfilled for effect. The trays have been finished
with three coats of Mirotone. First coat Mirocat Clear Precatalysed
Sealer, light sand, then two coats Mirocat Clear Gloss Topcoat’.
Malcolm

Peter McDowell has made these lovely bowls and sends the
following description and message ….
The light coloured bowl (left) is Norfolk pine that Malcolm gave
me from a Durras tree a couple of years ago. The 'eyes' are where
the branches come out of the trunk. It is finished with EEE and
Shellawax.
The big bowl below is iron bark that is carved out of a lump where
two old branches had broken off at some time. It was hand
carved with mallet and gouge over a few days and then sanded
for a few more. The outside is lightly sanded original timber and it
is just over 500mm long. Epoxy has been used to stabilize the
natural gum boils where the branches were. It is finished with
hard burnishing oil internally and with Nick Stone's excellent
"pretty good polishing wax" made to Nick's own secret recipe.
The smaller vase below with diamond cut outs is also
Norfolk pine, this time from Eric and Wendy Simes'
property. The top and bottom diamonds are inset with
red cedar and it is finished with EEE and Shellawax.
Hope you are keeping
well and staying safe, it
will be good to be able
to have a meeting again
even with social
distancing. Might have
to hire a tennis court or
something!
Peter

Two vessels, one turned from a
piece of silky oak, the other from
white cedar, both finished with EEE
and Shellawax.

You may recall seeing in the March newsletter Eric’s lovely
scale model of ‘Terror’, a 1/5 scale model of a gaff topsail
cutter in the style of the Victorian period. Terror was
named by the designer, Paul Gartside, after one of Sir John
Franklin’s ships that was lost on his third attempt to find
the North West passage about 166 years ago. Eric
provided a ‘work in progress’ photo of Terror in March,
and has now updated us with the completed version. It’s a
real credit to you Eric - your patience must be amazing!
Michael Barkley has been a good
son-in-law, and made this stand for
Robyn's mum. He tells us ‘the top and
bottom are merbow (?) which came
from our workshop – I will pay for it!
The pole is very old timber salvaged
from an old farm cart near Gosford –
no idea what it is. Pole is let it both top and bottom, and I commenced that project with a mallet and chisel until it became too hard, so I resorted to using the
trim router, which worked out well and gave me an even base. Secured with
glue and stainless steel screws, given five coats of estapol and is nearly vertical!
Memorabilia by Helmut
Having too much time on my hands I made some memorabilia boxes for our new
clubhouse whenever it may happen. Both boxes are made from teak timber
which was donated by a neighbour from two post & rail chairs and a two seater
lounge. The boxes have 45 deg. joints with through dovetails added for strength
and decoration. Routed slots into the four sides hold the bottom of the boxes
into position. The Perspex fronts are removable by a through slot on the right
hand side and guided by routed slots. Hanging triangles
are fitted for wall mounting the boxes. The box to the
right houses our No 4 hand plane which was burned in
the bushfires — or what is left of it. Behind the burned
hand plane is a photo of a normal plane which is not that
visible in the photo. For the photo the Perspex was
removed. The two chisels below I mounted into the
display box were shown before at Show and Tell. Both
chisels are from Sheffield England and stamped. Some

research showed that the top chisel is made by W.
Butcher between 1819 and 1830. The other chisel is
made by Ward and made between 1803 and 1913.
The company expanded into the US and was the
maker of the famous ‘Bowie’ knife between 1845 and
1855. On both chisels you can see side on
approximately seven different layers of steel. For the
photo the Perspex was removed … Helmut

Canberra Woodcraft Guild donation .. Helmut
Just after our last meeting at Eric’s place Peter M purchase
new storage boxes for new items and equipment. All the
sales items we received from Canberra Woodcraft guild
were stored in cardboard boxes at my place and I was keen
to repack them and store them in our storage shed. Some
items were from Owen Stewart, a member some of us
know, who is also a member of the Canberra club and he
initiated the donation which we are very grateful for. His
items are of excellent quality and workmanship and his
yearly donation is very much appreciated. As I transferred the items into the
new boxes I was astonished that each item was separately packed or
wrapped. Some items I did not want to unwrap but I could not resist having a
peek at some of them. Here are some photos of the items. The hand plane is
made by a member who I met some time ago at the Canberra wood show and
was very impressed by his workmanship. I took the liberty to tune the plane
and gave it a good workout with excellent results. If I could suggest that we
keep the plane as one of our tools in our new workshop.

Power Ball syndicate for members of our Woodies Club.
The last time members contributed to the syndicate was at the first and last monthly meeting this year held
at Helmut’s place. Ron collected the regular donation from each person and since then has participated in
each weekly Thursday night Power Ball and the Saturday Lotto with winnings large enough to keep us going
each week for two and a half months. This week our luck finally run out and sadly Ron is broke. No more
Power Ball and Lotto for our enthusiastic members. Ron has suggested we call a halt for this time being and
resume when the COVID 19 lock down has eased and we can resume our monthly club meetings. Fair
enough, Ron has worked hard in selecting the numbers and a break is well deserved. A red wine might also
be a fitting thank you for all of Ron’s hard work.
… Malcolm McDonald
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